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Quadra 5.0t 5.7m
Wheel Alignment Lift

Generous platform dimensions
Precision, mechanical latching system
5700mm platform length
Suitable for use with a wide range of cars and LCV’s
Hydraulic & Mechanical safety systems with 24v controls

Part No.: SF/9008/7
See overleaf for
more information
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Quadra 5.0t 5.7m
Wheel Alignment Lift

About the SF/9008/7
The SF/9008/7 lift is supplied with platform 
recesses for radius turning plates along with 
ball bearing mounted rear slip plates for wheel 
alignment. It also benefits from an increased 
platform length making it ideal for general 
servicing and repair work on even the longer 
wheelbase LGV vehicles and motor caravans.

The electro-hydraulic operation ensures low 
maintenance, low running costs, high durability 
and outstanding performance. The Quadra 5.0t 4 
post wheel alignment lift is an electro-hydraulically 
operated platform lift.

Designed specifically to provide an intermediate 
capacity lift and suitable in particular where 
workshop space is at a premium. With a platform 
length of 5700mm the lift is suitable for larger light 
goods vehicles.

The platforms are a generous 630mm in width, 
providing space for twin wheeled vehicles with 
one adjustable platform. The distance between 
platforms ranges from 825 -1025mm. This ensures 
easy accommodation of a large range of vehicles, 
including saloon cars if required.

Technical Specifications & Dimensions

Issue No.: SF/9008/7 July 2020

Platform height min..................................................................190mm
Raised height..............................................................................1830mm
Motor supply.........................................................................2.2kW - 3ph
...............................................................................................230-400V/50Hz
Maximum load..............................................................................5000 kg
Lifting time.......................................................................................50 secs
Lowering time................................................................................45 secs
Net weight........................................................................................1230kg
Operation....................................................................Electro-hydraulic

Part Nos. & Ordering Information

Quadra 5.0t Wheel Alignment Lift...............................SF/9008/7
Quadra 5.0t Wheel Alignment Lift..........................SF/9008/7/1

Options & Accessories

2.0t manual jacking beam....................................................SS/8829
2.0t pneumatic jacking beam........................................SS/8829/P
Ball bearing captive radius plates................................OA/60292
Drive through kit - surface mounted.........................OA/60395


